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CALL FOR PROPOSALS

Six authors working on their first books are chosen each year for a workshop at AFS and as candidates for publication in the book series. Projects must be single-authored, nonfiction books based on folklore research. For details and submission guidelines visit www.folklorestudies.org. Proposals are due April 1, 2015.

Volumes in the series Folklore Studies in a Multicultural World

The Painted Screens of Baltimore
An Urban Folk Art Revealed
ELAINE EFF

The Last Laugh
Folk Humor, Celebrity Culture, and Mass-Mediated Disasters in the Digital Age
TREVOR J. BLANK

Squeeze This!
A Cultural History of the Accordion in America
MARION JACOBSON

A Vulgar Art
A New Approach to Stand-Up Comedy
IAN BRODIE

The Jumbies’ Playing Ground
Old World Influences on Afro-Creole Masquerades in the Eastern Caribbean
ROBERT WYNDHAM NICHOLLS
Foreword by John Nunley

Available May 2015

Improvised Adolescence
Somali Bantu Teenage Refugees in America
SANDRA GRADY
Available July 2015

Ukrainian Otherlands
Diaspora, Homeland, and Folk Imagination in the Twentieth Century
NATALIA KHANENKO-FRIESEN
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